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Welcome to CreositySpace!
We’re glad you’re here.
We know our curriculum might look a little different from what you’re used to, but it has
been developed with the philosophy that students learn better when what they are learning
is put into a context relevant to them. This is true for everything we create—from
comprehensive curriculum units to at-home science kits to workshops and camps.
CreositySpace educational materials are designed with three goals in mind:
1. Introduce young learners (and their teachers and family members) to various STEM
topics. Often, at any given point in time, only a few STEM topics make their way into
the everyday discussion (e.g., coding and electronics), and as a young learner, one
might think that if you’re not interested in one of those few topics there isn’t a place
for you in the STEM community.
2. Give young learners practice with tools and processes common to science and
engineering. The use of actual science equipment (e.g., pre-poured Petri dishes and
sterile cotton swabs) and technical terminology (e.g., design criteria, hypothesis) in an
informal setting helps young learners feel comfortable, confident, and a sense of
belonging to the spaces where these materials and vocabulary are used.
3. Introduce young learners to a variety of STEM professionals and entrepreneurs. It is
essential that young learners “meet” STEM-involved individuals with whom they can
relate. This connection can be made in a variety of ways, such as common interests or
shared experiences, and helps students see STEM as a part of their present and
future.

We hope you and your young learners enjoy this CreositySpace program and remember that
STEM is NOT about knowing the “RIGHT” answer but about being BRAVE enough to ASK
questions.
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Do-Learn-Do-Invent Format
To support this educational philosophy, CreositySpace programs typically follow a Do-Learn-DoInvent format. For a workshop or camp, this takes on the following general structure:
1. Do – Each day or topic begins with an introductory activity to engage students, get the
conversation going, and allow the facilitator to assess students’ interests and abilities.
2. Learn – After the introductory activity, the session leader guides students through a more
organized discussion and/or lesson about the relevant topic area. This “lesson” should
connect student experiences (from the introductory activity and everyday life) to the
topic area and future investigations. This portion can be a mixture of direct instruction,
videos, and group discussion.
3. Do – Depending on your specific program format, the second “Do” session can include a
larger investigation or simply be a continuation of the introductory activity in a way that
allows for deeper exploration. In addition to the hands-on portions of the investigation,
students are encouraged to discuss their initial hypothesis (or what they expect to see)
before they begin the experiment and then reflect on the relevance and greater impact
of what they have observed upon its conclusion.
4. Invent – The final step of the cycle encourages students to combine what they have
learned with their natural creativity to create an original invention or innovation. This
section introduces a relatable real-world entrepreneur—their story, innovation, and
business—to help provide the students with inspiration and confidence. Students then
have an opportunity to work on an open-ended innovation prompt. This prompt is
connected to the overarching topic of the session but is still flexible enough to give
students a chance to explore their ideas. After having some time to work on their
inventions, students are encouraged to share and discuss their ideas with the group. This
can happen daily or during a dedicated session(s) at the end of the program.
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Urban Innovators Program Overview
The table below provides an overview of the Urban Innovators program. With the theme of
connecting sustainability, STEM (science, technology, engineering, and math), and one’s
community, this program is divided into five topic areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Waste Reduction (two sessions)
Water Quality (two sessions)
Solar Energy (one session)
Community Design (three sessions, can reduce to two to leave more time for the
challenge)
Sustainable Innovation Challenge (two sessions, can increase to three if desired)

Each topic area follows the Do-Learn-Do-Invent format described previously. Most topics span
two days/sessions.
Days/sessions are assumed to be ~ 45 min (60-min block with 5–10 min of welcome/cleanup
time on either end). Each day/session is typically structured as Do-Learn-Do or Do-Learn-Invent.
Topic
Waste
Reduction

Water
Quality

Solar
Energy

Community
Design

Day/session

Do

1

Waste Not, Want
Not

2

Separation
Strategies

3

Water Washers

4

5

Water Washers,
cont.
Multicolor
Mystery

6

Too Many
Chores

7

Neighborhood
Design Practice

8

Neighborhood
Design Challenge

9
Sustainable
Innovation
Challenge
10

Innovation
Challenge:
Brainstorm and
Idea Selection
Innovation
Challenge:
Produce Design
and Presentation

Invent

Preparation /general supplies
Scissors and tape (not provided)

Stacy and Evrnu

Serg, Ian and
ecoSPEARS
Young Solar
Inventors
(Deepika,
Bishop, Xochil)
The Radix
Center

June Grant

Albert, Aya, and
program
participants

Mix separation objects (provided)
Layout separation tools (provided)
Prepare dirty water (~ 1 gal water
required, not provided, keep for the
second session)
Paper towels (or similar—not provided)

Scissors (not provided)

Rulers (not provided)
Coloring supplies (markers, crayons,
colored pencils, etc.—not provided)
Coloring supplies (markers, crayons,
colored pencils, etc.—not provided)
Coloring supplies (markers, crayons,
colored pencils, etc.—not provided)
Optional Makerspace supplies (if
prototyping is desired)
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Before You Begin
Your Roles: Scientist-Mentor and Classroom Specialist
Your roles as facilitator are to provide encouragement and a general structure to support
students throughout the program. The goal of this program is to provide students with an
opportunity to explore STEM in ways that they likely won’t experience in a classroom setting.
While the content of this program is aligned with many elementary and middle school science,
social studies, math, and ELA learning standards, the primary objective is to help students form a
personal and lasting connection with STEM. Completing an investigation the “right” way is not a
focus. Instead, the focus is on the excitement of exploring, wondering, and asking questions. In
fact, most investigations don’t have a right or wrong answer; as long as students are engaged
and exploring, the primary objectives are being met.
Classroom Specialist:
You are the expert in time management, classroom management, and assessing the
needs and capabilities of your students. It is your job to adjust the daily flow of the
instruction and investigations to meet the needs of your specific student group. It is also
your role to guide the Scientist-Mentor on age-appropriate language and references. This
can be especially challenging when talking about technical subject areas so don’t be
hesitant to challenge them to find simpler words to explain scientific and technology
subjects.
Scientist-Mentor:
You are the expert in understanding and translating the technical content into common
language. Even if a particular topic is new to you, your role is to digest technical
information quickly and explain it in simple language. It is your job to present the
scientific content in relatable, real-world examples. This educator guide provides
guidance for this task, but don’t be afraid to use examples from your personal
experiences.
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Daily Structure
In general, each day starts with a short discussion either recapping previous day’s learning or
setting the stage for today’s investigation. As quickly as possible, students begin hands-on
investigations with “lessons” taking on the form of group discussion. Direct, facilitator-led
instruction is kept to a minimum, as students tend to learn more when they are active
participants in the instructional process. Specific discussion prompts are provided to help
students engage in this process.

Instructional Layout
The instructional layout for each experiment or investigation includes:

1. Investigation summary table
2. Additional facilitator notes
3. Detailed pacing for the day and
instructional activities table

The investigation summary table provides a
quick reference for the logistical
components of that step—additional
supplies required, preparation activities,
what is to be handed out, and key learning
objectives.
The additional facilitator notes provide extra
information on the background focus areas
for the classroom specialist and the
scientist-mentor.
The instructional activities table provides
the bulk of the instructional guidance for
each day.
The preprinted portion of these materials is the copyrighted material of CreositySpace LLC. These materials are for use for the
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In the instructional activities table, you will find the details on lesson content, feedback, and
check-in instructions, etc. This guidance also provides notes on standard versus advanced
instruction. In general, standard instructions are targeted at younger students (grades 3–5),
while advanced instruction is for older students (grades 6–8). Overall content for both
instructional strands (standard and advanced) is similar. The main difference is that the
advanced instruction flows slightly faster, allowing for deeper discussions/reflections and some
additional activities toward the second half of each day.
Lesson scripting:
Lesson scripting is provided in each section, either as detailed instruction or specific
suggested language. It is included as a support but is not a requirement. If there is other
language you would prefer to use or that you feel would work better for your students,
feel free to do that.
Vocabulary:
Each section includes a few vocabulary words. Be sure to define these words the first
time you use them. Age-appropriate definitions of these words are provided in the
Glossary.
Text color guide:
Throughout this guide different types of instructional information are presented in
different colors.
•
•
•
•
•

Black: general instruction
Rust: preparation information or facilitator actions
Purple: scripting
Green: headings
Blue: emphasis
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Final Challenge
The final two days of this program are a sustainability-focused innovation challenge. If possible,
students are encouraged to work in groups to share ideas and practice collaboration skills. Still,
each student has their own individual poster that can be used to create a detailed, labeled
design of their innovation.
Prototype Option
Building prototypes is quite an involved process—especially with younger students—and
typically requires many more sessions than are available in this program. That being said,
some prototyping materials are provided in each kit. These can be used to build a standalone prototype or to supplement/emphasize parts of the poster. If there is a desire to
augment this prototype supply, the list below includes some inexpensive, easy to get
prototyping materials.
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪

String/twine/thin rope/thread
Thread spools/wheels or similar for winding
Paper clips, binder clips, pushpins
Wire, pipe cleaners, craft sticks, small dowels, straws
Boxes/baskets (all sizes), egg cartons, paper plates
Cardboard, paper tubes (toilet paper, paper towel, wrapping paper)
Glue, glue gun, tape (masking, duct, electrical)
Construction paper, wax paper, plastic wrap, aluminum foil
Markers, Sharpies

Extra Content
The student notebook contains more information that you’ll be able to directly cover during the
program. This includes additional reading, innovation prompts, entrepreneur quotes, quiet
activities, etc. We have included this extra information as a way to encourage students to
explore STEM beyond the 10-day program. The readings and activities are an easy-to-implement
way for students to share their exploration with their parents, guardians, older siblings, etc.
The preprinted portion of these materials is the copyrighted material of CreositySpace LLC. These materials are for use for the
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It also provides you, the facilitator, with a few alternative activities that students can work on at
any given time. We realize that many young people have things beyond their control going on in
their lives that might occasionally cause them to be unavailable for learning with the larger
group. These extra activities provide a few low-key options so you can meet them where they
are at and continue to provide a high-quality STEM experience.
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Day 1: Waste Not, Want Not
Additional Required
Supplies

Preparation

To Be Handed Out

•

Scissors

Review:
• Before You Begin section in this guide
• Instructional activities for day 1
• Pages 3 and 4 in the student notebook
•
•
•

Student notebooks, 9 x 12 bags, pens, and labels
House template (1 each) and glue dots (1 roll each)
Construction paper (2 + 2 pieces each)

Key Learning
Objectives

We can choose to use existing resources more efficiently. When we do
that, we often end up with more rather than less.

Vocabulary

STEM, sustainability, environmental impact, resources

General Notes: The focus for today is to welcome everyone, help students become comfortable,
set behavior expectations, and generate a basic foundation of shared STEM and sustainabilityconnected experiences. Don’t worry too much about staying on schedule, as today is about
setting the tone.
Classroom Specialist: Today is a good day for the Classroom Specialist to take the lead. Focus on
setting expectations for the group (e.g., respectful communication), modeling best practices for
the Scientist-Mentor (e.g., engaging students and encouraging discussions), and fostering a
collaborative environment.
Scientist-Mentor: Today is a good day for the Classroom Specialist to take the lead. Pay particular
attention to how they engage students, encourage discussion, and help foster an environment of
collaboration and respect with the group.
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Summary
This fun, straightforward design challenge helps students visualize how small choices can have
big impacts.
o Using the template and two pieces of construction paper,
students should cut out all the house pieces and assemble
their house. Note: Although house assembly isn’t required for
the challenge, it is fun, and doing it supports several higher-level
math, geometry, and spatial reasoning skills.

o After assembling their house, students cut chain pieces
out of the remaining construction paper and see how long
of a chain they can make.
There is enough construction paper in the kit for students to try this challenge twice (time
permitting).
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Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle
•

Introduce yourselves.

•

Have the students introduce themselves.

•

If not already completed, distribute the student surveys. Surveys do
not collect any identifying information and have been approved by
the Department of Youth and Community Development.

•

Hand out pens, notebooks, bags, and labels. Have the students write
their name on their notebook and bag label.

Introduce Program Theme: Sustainability and Your Community
Introduce the program theme with a quick discussion to help students make
a personal connection with STEM. Some discussion prompts include:
10–15 min

•

Do you know what STEM is?

•

How would you describe STEM? How would you describe science and
engineering?

•

When do you use STEM, science, or engineering during the day?

•

Can you think of how STEM, science, or engineering might help your
community?

After a short discussion (~ 5 min), let the students know that the goal of this
program is to learn and think about how we can all use STEM to help our
communities. Also, let them know that you (the Classroom Specialist and
Scientist-Mentor) are expecting to learn from them just like they will learn
from you.
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Waste Not, Want Not Round 1
Hand out the template and two pieces of construction paper. Note: Scissors
and glue dots will be handed out after the introduction.
Describe challenge:
Tell students, “In this challenge, your goal is to make the longest paper chain
possible. Each link must match the size of the chain link in the template.
(Show them the template.) But there is a twist. Before you begin cutting out
the pieces of the chain, you must cut out and build a house using the other
pieces on the template and the construction paper. How you arrange, or
place, the house template pieces on the paper will determine the amount
and shape of the paper you have left to build your chain.”
Let students know, “Time permitting, there will be a second opportunity at
this challenge during the second half of the session.”
10–15 min

Hand out scissors and glue dots.
Begin Challenge
Step 1: Cut out the template pieces.
Step 2: Arrange the template pieces on the construction paper.
Step 3: Assemble their house (encouraged but optional).
Step 4: Make a paper chain.

Throughout the challenge, circulate around the room. Some common
challenges students might encounter are described below:
•
•
•
•

Not understanding to cut the house pieces out first
Assembling the house
Getting the glue dots off the roll without having them stick to their
fingers
Not using the chain “link” template
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Lesson
The key takeaway from this challenge is that we can make choices in what we
do that use existing resources more efficiently without sacrificing function.
We can even use resources in such a way to have more in the end than we
expected.
This lesson takes the form of a guided group discussion followed by some
joint reading.
Start the discussion by asking, “What are you noticing as you cut out pieces?”
As the discussion unfolds, help students notice things like:

10–15 min

•

There are many ways we can lay out the house templates.

•

Sometimes, I have a lot of paper left over that I can’t make into a
chain link because it is the wrong size.

Standard Lesson Version
After a short initial discussion, follow up with “What might our observations
teach us about how we can use resources?” or “What should we think about
when we are using resources?” It is ideal, but not critical, for students to
realize that conservation doesn’t always mean sacrifice.
Finish the lesson by reading the top part on page 4 of the student notebook.
Ask if any students would like to read the section out loud. If no one feels
comfortable doing that, one of the facilitators should read the passage.
Advanced Lesson
After a short initial discussion, follow up with “What might our observations
teach us about how we can use resources?” or “Why do you think this activity
is called Waste Not, Want Not? Why is it important to think about the waste
we generate?”
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As a group read through all the content on page 4 of the student notebook. If
possible try to have a different students read each section out loud.
Ask students, “Is there a time in your life when you have gotten more by
being careful with how you use your resources?” If they can’t think of any
examples, perhaps you can provide one from your experience. Some
common examples include (a) waiting for things to go on sale or (b) planting a
garden. Pollinators—bugs and animals—get food from our plants but also
pollinate the plants so we get food.

Remaining
time to
50 min

Waste Not, Want Not Round 2
Continue working on the challenge; hand out more paper. It is likely you will
only get to this point with the older students.
Cleanup

Final
10 min

•

Have students put their notebooks and pens in their bags.

•

Collect any extra construction paper and glue dots for the final
innovation challenge.

•

Students can take home their paper houses and chains.
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Day 2: Separation Strategies
Additional Required None
Supplies
Preparation
• Review instructional activities below.
• Review pages 5–9 in the student notebook.
• Find the Separation Strategies bag. Make sure you understand the
handout instructions.
To Be Handed Out
• Student bags (with notebook and pen)
• Separation Strategies—Objects
• Separation Strategies—Tools
Key Learning
Physical and chemical properties (e.g., natural vs. synthetic or wood vs.
Objectives
metal) are critical for efficient and effective recycling. Understanding
similarities—and differences—in physical and chemical properties of
materials can lead to incredible innovations that will help our
communities and the environment.
Vocabulary
physical properties, chemical properties
General Notes: Today’s focus is on recycling and the connection between properties of materials
and how we can separate and recycle them. If you would like additional background information
on the science behind recycling, this is a quick 6-min video that gives several examples that can
be easily connected to the properties and methods students are exploring in the Separation
Strategies challenge. https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/84528738617 (QR code for video in Lesson)
Today’s session also includes the first Invent section. The Invent section begins with the
entrepreneur story about Stacy, the co-founder of Evrnu. The goal of the entrepreneur story is for
students to find a way to connect with the entrepreneur as the story is read and discussed. We
encourage facilitators to do the same—try to find a personal connection to Stacy, and her story—
either as your present-day selves or as a younger version of yourself.
Classroom Specialist: There are several activities in today’s session that can be completed either
as a large group discussion or as smaller groups, followed by a quick larger group
discussion/check-in. Assess what you think would be best for your particular group of students
and provide guidance to the Scientist-Mentor, who will likely be leading the discussion.
Scientist-Mentor: Today’s technical focus is recycling. The first step in many recycling processes
requires materials to be separated based on their physical or chemical properties, such as
response to a magnetic or electric field (different types of metal), density (plastics), solubility in
water (paper), or composition (paper, plastic, etc.). Understanding the properties of materials
(metal, plastic, paper, cloth)—similarities and differences—can lead to incredible innovations.
Think about and be prepared to outline some of these connections at the end of today’s Lesson
section. If you’d like some additional background, please review the video linked above.
The preprinted portion of these materials is the copyrighted material of CreositySpace LLC. These materials are for use for the
New York Academy of Sciences summer program for 2022 only.
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Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•

Welcome students.
Hand out or have students collect the bags with their notebook and pen.

Introduction
During the introduction, the facilitator not leading the introduction discussion
should be packaging up the Separation Strategies—Objects bags and laying
out the Separation Strategies—Tools.
Begin the session with a recap of the learnings from the previous day about
waste and conservation. Ask the group, “Does anyone remember what we
talked about last time?” (Answer: Reducing waste, doing more with what we
have.) As a follow-up question ask, “Does anyone have an example of when
they got more out of something they were working with or buying?”

Next lead the group in discussion about separation—the first step in every
recycling process. Tell the group, “Today’s focus is on recycling. The first step
in every recycling process is separation. Let’s open our notebooks to page 5.
10–15 min

There is space on the top to record some of our thoughts on separation.”
Based on the assessment of the Classroom
Specialist, this discussion should happen either as
a single large group (5 min) or in small groups
(3 min) with an opportunity to come back
together and share as a larger group (2 min).
After this discussion, have students collect their bags of Separation
Strategies—Objects. Once they have their bags, give them 3–5 min to look
over the objects and brainstorm how they might separate them without
touching them directly with their hands.
Based on the assessment of the Classroom Specialist, this discussion should
happen in a single large group or in a number of smaller groups.

The preprinted portion of these materials is the copyrighted material of CreositySpace LLC. These materials are for use for the
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Challenge
Lay out or distribute the Separation Strategies—Tools.
Tell students, “Dump out the Separation Strategy—Objects onto your desk.
You have about 10 minutes to see if you can separate all the materials into
individual piles. The only rule is that you CANNOT use your hands directly to
move the objects. You MUST use the tools.”
A couple of separation strategies you may observe students trying (or may
encourage them to test if they are stuck) include:

10–15 min

•

Using the magnet to pull out metallic objects and then using the stick
to get the objects off the magnet

•

Blowing with the balloon to move the lighter objects

•

Blowing up the balloon and then using it as a method to develop static
electricity to pull up the feathers and possibly separate sand

•

Using the screen to separate sand from the larger objects

•

Using the craft stick as a shovel or way to move objects around

Encourage students to write down their observations—what worked well and
what didn’t work—in their notebooks on page 6. If they finish quickly,
encourage them to try a second method so that they can compare the two.

Lesson
5 min

The focus of this lesson is to help students
better understand some of the science and
engineering behind recycling—specifically,
how recycling processes are determined by
the properties of materials.
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Begin the lesson discussion using some prompts designed to help students
talk about what they have observed/experienced. Some helpful discussion
prompts include:
•
•
•
•

What was easy to separate and why?
(standard lesson)
What was hard to separate and why?
(standard lesson)
Which separation strategies worked well?
(advanced lesson)
What would you do differently? What could
have made the challenge easier? (advanced
lesson)

Encourage students to write down their observations in the table at the
bottom of page 7.

Finish off the discussion by asking students to think about, “How might this
activity relate to recycling?” (Answer: Magnetic fields to move metal,
filters/screens to remove larger pieces, static electricity, or air to remove
lighter materials.)

Invent: Stacy and Evrnu
Stacy from Evrnu has a pretty amazing story. She went through school not
15 min

thinking she was any good at science or math but has figured out the gamechanging idea that has opened the door to fabric and cloth (mostly cotton)
recycling. She is a shining example that ground-breaking ideas don’t always
come from where or who you expect.
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Begin this Invent portion by reading Stacy’s story as a group (page 8 in the
student notebook). This can involve a facilitator reading aloud to the group
(standard lesson) or having different students read each of the three sections
of Stacy’s story (About Stacy, Foundation Science, Game-Changing Idea—
advanced lesson).
After reading about Stacy and Evrnu, facilitate a quick discussion (2–3 min) to
help students make a connection with Stacy—the goal is for the students to
start seeing themselves as game-changing innovators! Here are some
discussion prompts to help get the conversation flowing.
•

What was Stacy’s background?

•

Do you have anything in common with Stacy?

•

Why is cloth recycling important? (advanced)

•

How did Stacy’s background help her come up
with her invention? (advanced)

Finish off the Invent time by having the students work on their own ideas
with the innovation prompt on page 9.
Read the prompt aloud to the students, “This
would help us recycle…” Let them know that
another way of thinking about this prompt is “Can
you think of something that would help with
recycling or waste?” Let the students know that
“Your invention can be anything connected to the
innovation prompt. You can draw a labeled picture
or write a description about your idea.”
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Cleanup
•
Final 5 min

•
•

Have students put their notebook and pen in their bags to be
collected.
Students should dispose of the sand and balloons in the garbage.
Other materials that are in good shape should be collected to be used
in the final innovation challenge.
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Days 3 and 4: Water Washers
Additional Required •
Supplies

Water: Approximately 1–2 cups of water per student are required
for this investigation (~ 1 gal per 10 students). Tap water is
acceptable.

•

Water contaminants: Water contaminants are not provided.
Common contaminants include dirt, leaves, small pieces of paper,
and small pieces of plastic.

•

Paper towels (not provided).

Preparation

•
•
•

Key Learning
Objectives

Review instructional activities below.
Review pages 10–15 in the student notebook.
Lay out a table with filtration supplies (paper filter cups, cotton
pads, sand, and activated carbon). Set up six stations (use clear
cups), each with one cup of sand and one cup of activated carbon.
• Student bag (with notebook and pen)
• Each student receives one filter holder, three clear cups to start
(one for dirty water, two for filtered water), and a spoon
Water quality (i.e., what is in the water) can significantly impact the
living organisms who use that water. Not all water is drinking water.

Key Vocabulary

Some types of water contamination are more challenging to remove
than others.
water quality, contamination, purification, design criteria

To Be Handed Out

General Notes: The focus for the subsequent two sessions is water quality and water purification.
REMIND STUDENTS

NOT TO DRINK OR TASTE THE WATER DURING THIS EXPERIMENT AT ANY TIME.
While none of the contaminants we suggest are dangerous, it is BAD PRACTICE to use the
sense of taste in scientific investigations.
Classroom Specialist: These next two sessions are fun and informative but messy! Students are
moving around a lot to get filtration supplies and experimenting with water—both can lead to a
somewhat chaotic environment. You may want to establish some extra behavior expectations for
the next two days.
Scientist-Mentor: The focus for the next two sessions is water quality and water purification. As
you prepare for these sessions think about how you will discuss the following concepts:
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•

•

Different water sources: Some water is OK to drink, other water is not. This depends on
water type (salt vs. fresh) and on contamination.
o Different organisms may find different types of water OK to drink (e.g., saltwater
fish vs. freshwater fish).
Types of contamination: There are three main categories of water contamination—
physical, chemical, and biological.

Background
Students will construct their own multilevel filter during this investigation and evaluate how well
it removes various contaminants. The general steps for the investigation include:
1. Preparing contaminated water
2. Preparing the water filters
3. Filtering the water, observing the results, and designing
a new filter setup based on what was observed

Filtering the water
Students will use the modified condiment containers to hold their filters. The general steps they
should follow are outlined below:
1. Design, build, and document your filter. (Note: This happens outside of the filter container.)
2. Carefully place the filter material in the modified container. (Note: Students may need help
with this step.)
3. Obtain a cup of contaminated water. (Note: You may choose to have students track volume
with an age-appropriate amount of precision.)
4. Slowly pour the contaminated water through their filter. (Note: Make sure students are
careful not to pour the water too quickly, or else it will overflow the sides of the filter cup.)
5. Once all the water has been filtered, record your observations in your notebooks. (Note:
Make sure they include observations such as the color, cloudiness, presence of dirt or small
objects, and final volume.)
6. When all the above steps are complete, the filter can be thrown in the garbage. The
modified condiment container should be thoroughly cleaned before the next test.
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Day 3

Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•
•

Welcome students.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.
Communicate any additional expectations for the next few days.

Introduction
The focus for the next two sessions is on water quality and water purification.
Before students dive into the investigation, the group should think about
water sources and drinking water.
Ask students to “Open your notebooks to page 10.” As a group, brainstorm
some different water sources and discuss if and why (or why not) the water
from that source is drinkable. Some typical examples are outlined below.
5–10 min

•

Water fountain: Yes, treated water supply

•

Tap: Yes, treated water supply

•

River: Yes, flowing water generally free of
bacteria

•

Lake/pond: Depends on size and temperature;
smaller/hotter unlikely due to bacteria

•

Rain: Yes, when it is fresh; no, after it has
been sitting around

•

Snow: Yes, when it is fresh; no, after it has
been sitting around

General Flow
1. Preparing contaminated water, determining criteria (day 3)
2. Preparing the water filters (day 3 and day 4)
3. Filtering the water, observing the results, and designing a new filter setup based on
what was observed (day 3 and day 4)
4. Invent portion (day 4)
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Filtration Preparation
Preparing the contaminated water
It is best to make up large batches of contaminated water from which the
whole group can draw. Each student will use about 1–2 cups of water, so plan
for a gallon of water per 10–15 students. Tap water is appropriate, provided
you have a container to mix it in, but one or two 1-gallon jugs are convenient
for mixing and storing.
Show students available contaminants and, as a group, decide what to put in
the water. Typical contaminants include dirt, leaves, small paper garbage, oil,
food coloring, and vinegar. Students should record what is in the
contaminated water they use on page 10 of their notebook.
Setting design criteria
5–10 min

Note: Setting design criteria does NOT have to be perfect. The main goal is to
have students become familiar with the concept of design criteria.
Before beginning the main investigation, students will need to determine one
or two criteria they will use to evaluate their filter design. This can be done as
a group (standard version) or individually (advanced). Most will likely choose
something along the lines of:
•

removing all contaminants, or

•

having clean water.

After one or two design attempts, they may also decide that additional design
criteria that they could consider include:
•

the time it takes to filter, and/or

•

the amount of water lost on the filtering materials.

Work with/ask students to write down their design criteria on the sticky note
at the bottom of page 10.
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First Filtration
Preparing the water filters
In all cases, students will build their filters in the filter paper cups. However,
first students must choose what to put inside their filter cups. This is called
their filter design.

Students will make up two or three

10–20 min

different filter designs throughout the
investigation and compare the results.
Students should complete a diagram in
words and pictures to describe each
filter design they use on pages 11 and
12 in their notebooks.

Note: Liquid contaminants like oil, food coloring, and soap are very hard to
remove with these filters. The same is true in large-scale systems—which is
why it is important to choose environmentally friendly versions of these
things in our daily lives. It is also why we must be careful when disposing of
used motor oil or household paints.
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Filtering the water
Students will use the paper filter cups to build their filters and the modified
condiment containers to hold their filters. Before students begin building
their filters and filtering the dirty water, go over the general steps below.
1. First, use the filter cups and filtering materials to design and build your
filter. You will do this one at a time so that you can use your
observations from the first design to influence what you do for your
second design. Make sure to document (in words or pictures) your filter
design. (Facilitator note: This happens outside of the filter container.)
2. Carefully place the filter material in the modified container. (Facilitator
note: Students may need help with this step.)
3. Obtain a cup of contaminated water. (Facilitator note: You may choose
to have students track volume with an age-appropriate amount of
precision.)
4. Slowly pour the contaminated water through your filter. (Facilitator
note: Make sure students are careful not to pour the water too quickly,
or else it will overflow the sides of the filter paper. Advanced version—
track and record filtration time.)
5. Once all the water has been filtered, record observations in your
notebook. (Facilitator note: Make sure they include things such as the
color, cloudiness, presence of dirt or small objects, and final volume.)
6. When all the above steps are complete, the filter can be thrown in the
garbage.
The modified condiment container should be thoroughly cleaned
before the next test.
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10 min

Lesson
Water quality
Now that everyone has had some experience trying
to remove contaminants from water, it is time to
facilitate a water quality and purification discussion.
Begin by reading the content on page 12 of the
student notebook as a group. This can be done as a
read-along (standard) or by having students read the
different sections aloud (advanced).
After the reading, have the group reflect on some of the observations and
learnings from the first filtration. Ask students to share an observation
around one or more of the following questions:
•
•
•
•
•

10–15 min
(if
available)

10 min

What was easy to remove? What was hard to remove? (standard)
What was a good thing about your design? (standard)
What might you change about your design? (standard)
How well did your design meet your design criteria? (advanced)
Would you change or modify your design criteria? (advanced)

Second Filtration
Depending on the time taken with the first filtration, students may have time
for a second filtration today. If there are less than 20 minutes left in the
session (including clean up time), then DO NOT start a second filtration.
Instead, have students write down their thoughts on what to try for filtration
run 2 so that they can hit the ground running at the start of the next session.
Cleanup
•
•

Have students empty filtered and unused dirty water.
Students should:
o Return any unused cups to you.
o Dispose of any used “filter” (i.e., paper cups, sand, activated
carbon, etc.) and used filter water cups.
o Dry the filter container and dirty water cup and put it in a small
bag (provided) and into the bag with their notebook and pen.
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Day 4

Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.
Remind students of any additional expectations for the next few days.

Reminder: General flow
1. Preparing contaminated water, determining criteria (day 3)
2. Preparing the water filters (day 3 and day 4)
3. Filtering the water, observing the results, and designing a new filter
setup based on what was observed (day 3 and day 4)
4. Invent portion (day 4)
Recap
Try to keep the recap discussion as short as possible so that students can get
started on their filtering experiments as soon as possible. Remind students of
the process (below) and let them know that they have about 20 minutes to
work on their filter experiments.

5 min

1. First, use the filter cups and filtering materials to design and build your
filter. You will do this one at a time so that you can use your
observations from the first design to influence what you do for your
second design. Make sure to document (in words or pictures) your filter
design.
2. Carefully place the filter material in the modified container.
3. Obtain a cup of contaminated water.
4. Slowly pour the contaminated water through your filter.
5. Once all the water has been filtered, record observations in your
notebook.
6. When all the above steps are complete, the filter can be thrown in the
garbage.
The modified condiment container should be thoroughly cleaned
before the next test.

20 min

Filter
Students should have a solid 20-minute chunk of time to work on their filters.
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Final Discussion
For a final discussion, have the group reflect on some of the questions you
discussed the other day (below). Add in the following reflection prompts: Has
your thinking changed? Were you able to try something new? Did it work
better?
Prompts from day 3:

5–10 min

•

What was easy to remove? (standard)

•

What was hard to remove? (standard)

•

What was a good thing about your design? (standard)

•

What might you change about your design? (standard)

•

How well did your design meet your design criteria? (advanced)

•

Would you change or modify your design criteria? (advanced)

Additional prompts:
•

Has your thinking changed?

•

Were you able to try something new?

•

Did it work?

Invent: ecoSpears
Begin this Invent section by reading about Serg, Ian, and ecoSPEARs as a
group (page 14 in the student notebook). This can involve a facilitator reading
aloud to the group (standard lesson) or having different students read each
section (About Serg and Ian, Foundation Science, Game-Changing Idea—
Remaining
time

advanced lesson).
After reading about ecoSPEARs, facilitate a quick discussion (2–3 min) with
the students to help them connect with Serg or Ian—the goal is for the
students to start seeing themselves as game-changing innovators! Here are
some prompts to help get the discussion flowing.
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•

Do you have anything in common with Serg or
Ian? (standard)

•

How is ecoSPEARS cleaning soil and water?
(standard)

•

Soil so important. How is soil connected to
water quality? (advanced)

Finish off the Invent time by having the students work on their own ideas as
they work to answer the innovation prompt on page 15.
Read the prompt aloud to the students, “This
would make it easier for people or companies
to clean or use less water…” Let them know
that another way of thinking about this prompt
is, “Can you think of something that would help
protect or conserve water?”
Let the students know that “Your invention can be anything you can think of
connected to the innovation prompt. You can draw a labeled picture or write
a description about your idea.”
While students are working on their inventions, facilitators can start
collecting and disposing of filtering materials. This will help expedite the
cleanup.
You may also choose to start preparing bags for the Multicolor Mystery
investigation.
5 min

Cleanup
•
•

Have students empty filtered and unused dirty water.
Students should:
o Dispose of used “filters” (i.e., paper cups, sand, activated
carbon, etc.) and used cups.
o Return unused cups and filter containers to you (these can be
used during the last week with the innovation challenge).
o Put their notebook and pen in their bag.
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Day 5: Multicolor Mystery
Additional Required • Scissors
Supplies
• Sunlight (optional)
Preparation
• Review instructional activities below.
• Review pages 16–22 in the student notebook.
• Find the Multicolor Mystery bag. Make sure you understand the
handout instructions.
To Be Handed Out
• Student bag (with notebook and pen)
• Individual Multicolor Mystery bags (beads, string, keyring, lightblocking materials)
Key Learning
• There are different types of light.
Objectives
• Light interacts differently with different things.
• We can use light, specifically sunlight, for energy in several ways
(advanced).
Key Vocabulary
light waves, wavelength, hypothesis, solar energy, passive solar energy
General Notes:
Light is an amazingly cool phenomenon. On one level, it is very simple→when there is light, we
can see, and when there isn’t light, we can’t see. On another level, it is part of the bigger
electromagnetic spectrum, including X-rays, radio waves, microwaves, etc.
This investigation aims to introduce students to some of the cool properties of light and lay a
foundation for them to become comfortable thinking that there is more to light than meets the
eye.
Classroom Specialist:
Have kids organized into small groups so that you can shine your light on several students at once
during the “light shining” portion of the investigation.

Scientist-Mentor:
As preparation for this session think about how you will describe the different colors of light and
the energy associated with those colors. A rainbow is a classic reference point. Also consider how
you will connect light energy to solar energy—both active solar (like with solar panels) and
passive solar (like greenhouses).
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Background
Even though people can’t see ultraviolet (UV) light, it is present in several light sources. Some of
the beads in this investigation contain particles (aka molecules) that change color when exposed
to UV light (e.g., sunlight). Over time, these beads revert to being colorless when removed from
UV light (e.g., brought back inside).
Students will design a small “creation” for this investigation using UV-sensitive and regular
beads. Materials to make necklaces, bracelets, or keychain charms are provided. Still, students
can make whatever allows them to investigate the impact of different types of light on the
beads (i.e., to have some of the beads covered and others exposed when placing them in the
sunlight).
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Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.

Introduction
Students should begin by gathering their Multicolor Mystery supply bags.
Instruct students to make “something” using the different types of beads.
10 min

The creation can be whatever they like, but it must enable them to cover
some of the beads (but not all of them) with the foil, paper, or fabric so that
they can observe the effect of light on the beads and determine if any of the
materials can prevent that change.
Hypothesis
Have students fill out the hypothesis table at the bottom of page 16.

Standard lesson
•

Begin by explaining that a hypothesis is a
fancy word for a guess with a reason
behind it.

•
5 min

Go through each line on the hypothesis
table one by one. Read the conditions out
loud, provide a quick explanation if
necessary, and then have students fill in
their hypothesis.

Advanced lesson
Make sure students know what a hypothesis is. Then give them 5 minutes to
complete the hypothesis table on their own. Circulate the room to provide
individual support to students who may need a little help.
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Test
Once students have their hypotheses and creations completed, they should
begin the investigation. Tell students that for the experiment, “You should
cover part of your creation with the paper, fabric, or foil (one at a time).
Then we will expose the entire thing to light and see what happens. You
should write down your observations in the table on page 17.”
Experiment implementation:
•
10 min

Standard: Do this as a group (i.e., have
everyone investigate the same light-blocking
material simultaneously).

•

Advanced: Give the students 10 minutes to
independently investigate and write down their
observations using each different material.

The facilitators should circulate throughout the room to shine light from the
flashlights on various creations. If you have windows available, you can also
use sunlight as a light source.
Lesson
Start the lesson with a quick discussion of their observations from Multicolor
Mystery. Some discussion prompts include:
•

What happened to some of the beads? (Answer: They changed color.)

•

Did this happen with all the light sources? (Answer: No, the color
change doesn’t always happen. It depends on which light was used.)

•

What do you think is different about the different light sources?
(advanced)

5–10 min
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After students share their ideas, have the group turn to page 18 of their
notebooks and read through the content as a group. This can be done as a
read-along (standard) or by having students read the different sections aloud
(advanced). Depending on the age and attention span of the students, you
might want to have a short pause and discussion after reading through the
content on each “sticky note.”
Key points to discuss include:
•

Different colors of light have different
energy.

•

Some light can be helpful (e.g., visible
light helps us see) while other light can
be harmful (e.g., UV light from the sun
can give us a sunburn).

•

Light interacts with different organisms
and materials in different ways:
o Sometimes it is absorbed.
o Sometimes it is reflected.
o Sometimes it passes through
completely.
o Sometimes it is blocked completely.
o Sometimes it is blocked partially.

Applications
A quick discussion about solar energy is a wrap-up to the lesson and a segue
into the Invent portion. Ask the students, “What type of renewable energy
comes directly from the sun?” (Answer: Solar energy.) Then take a few
minutes for students to answer the discussion prompt “What do you know
about solar energy?”
At this point, if you have more than 20 min left until the end of the session,
you may decide to add in the Solar Energy: Deeper Dive. Otherwise, move
directly to the Invent section.
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Solar Energy: Deeper Dive
Optional if
time is
available
(~ 10 min)

If time is available, have students read about different types of renewable
energy (page 19) and complete the Active or Passive? solar energy table
(page 20).
Invent: Young Solar Inventors
Begin this Invent portion by reading about some
Young Solar Inventors as a group (page 21 in the
student notebook). This can involve a facilitator
reading aloud to the group (standard lesson) or
having different students read each of the three
inventions (advanced lesson).

After reading about these young inventors, facilitate a quick discussion
(2–3 min) around the question, “How have these inventors used solar
10–15 min

energy?”
Finish off the Invent time by having the students work on their own ideas as
they work to answer the innovation prompt on page 22.
Read the prompt aloud to the students, “We
could use solar energy to...” Remind students
that “Your invention can be anything you can
think of that is connected to the innovation
prompt. You can draw a labeled picture or
write a description about your idea.”

Final 5 min

Cleanup
•
•

Have students put their notebooks and pens in their bags to be
collected.
Students can keep all beads, string, and light-blocking materials.
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Day 6: Too Many Chores!
Additional Required
Supplies

•
•

Rulers
Chart paper/whiteboard (optional)

Preparation

•
•

Review instructional activities below.
Review pages 23–27 in the student notebook.

To Be Handed Out

•
•

Student bag (with notebook and pen)
Rulers

Key Learning
Objectives

Having what you need close to your home can greatly impact your time to
do other things.

Key Vocabulary

urban design, sustainability

General Notes: A young person’s neighborhood is a big part of their life. The following three
sessions honor that importance and work to show students how they can use STEM to help their
community.
Data suggest that students, especially girls and students from economically challenged areas, are
more connected to skills and careers they believe can help support their community. By assisting
students in seeing the connection between STEM and community prosperity, students will be
more inclined to see STEM as a meaningful part of their future.
Classroom Specialist: Today’s investigation is more cerebral, so students may need additional
support. They are encouraged to work in small groups discussing ideas or helping one another
out. You must read through the challenge in general and assess which implementation strategy
would work best for your students. Be sure to communicate that to the Scientist-Mentor.
Scientist-Mentor: Today’s investigation is more cerebral, so students may need additional
support. They are encouraged to work in small groups discussing ideas or helping one another
out. The Classroom Specialist will assess which implementation version of the challenge they
think will work best with the students. Be sure to touch base with them before the session starts.
Prior to today’s investigation think about the various places you have lived. Specifically, think
about the services (stores, schools, hospitals, etc.), the community spaces (parks, community
centers, etc.), and transit available. Reflect upon the impact that has had on the quality of life and
how technology has enabled (or harmed) some of those things.
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Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.
Hand out rulers.

General Introduction
Today’s investigation is a bit more cerebral, so students may need a bit of
hands-on support. Students are encouraged to work in small groups
discussing ideas or helping one another out.

The introductory discussion (3–5 min) focuses on getting students to think
about the types of things (e.g., places, services, etc.) in their neighborhoods.
Start by asking them one or more of the following questions:
•
•
•

What in your neighborhood can you walk to?
What do you wish you could walk to but can’t? How do you get there,
and how long does it take?
Does anyone have a shortcut you can describe to us detailing how you
get to your favorite place?

5–10 min
Challenge Introduction
Introduce the challenge to the students by explaining the following
information:
No one likes to do chores, right? Would you rather play with your friends?
For today’s challenge, you have to figure out a way to get a list of chores
done as fast as possible so that you have more time to play with your
friends. Here are the chores you must do:
1. Pick up milk and vegetables at the grocery store.
2. Pick up school supplies at the drugstore or department store.
3. Return a book to the library.
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In your notebooks, on pages 24 and 26, you’ll see maps of two real US
neighborhoods. We changed the names, but they are real places with
schools, parks, homes, stores, and services. We’re going to start by figuring
out how fast we can do our chores in Wallyford and, if we have time, we’ll
see if things are any easier or harder in Rentville.
A couple of things to keep in mind:
•

There are many different routes you can take to do your chores.

•

There are different places you can go to get things done.

•

You must stay on the roads or cut through parks—no swimming or
cutting through other homes.
The challenge is to complete your chores as quickly as possible.

First Map: Wallyford
Before beginning the challege confirm that students know how to read the
map. Go to page 24 and, as a group, work through identifying the following
places:

15–30 min

•

Their home

•

A grocery store

•

A school

•

A community center

Be sure that they connect the symbol in the legend to the symbol on the
map.
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After that, walk through a practice calculation with them. There is space for
this on page 25. For this practice, measure the distance from Their Home (

)

to the nearest Shops and Restaurants ( ).
Calculation details are below.
•

The distance on the map is about 0.5 inches.

•

The conversion to miles results in 1 mile.

•

The time it takes to walk 1 mile is half an hour.

Don’t worry about determining the time for riding the bus or driving in a car
at this point. Those equations are there for reference and practice IF
STUDENTS HAVE TIME.

Now it’s time for the challenge.

Remind students:
1. Of the necessary tasks:
a. Pick up milk and vegetables at the grocery store.
b. Pick up school supplies at the drugstore or department store.
c. Return a book to the library.
2. That they don’t need to go home between chores.
3. That there are many different possible routes.
4. To start, they only need to calculate the amount of time it takes to
walk places. If there is extra time, they can calculate driving or riding
the bus.
There are three different options for completing these calculations. Pick the
best option for your students’ capabilities and attention span.
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Standard A:
•
•
•
•
•

Measure/determine the first distance, then discuss as a group.
Measure/determine the second distance, then discuss as a group.
Measure/determine the third distance, then discuss as a group.
Calculate the total distance, then discuss as a group.
Calculate the time as a group.

Standard B:
•
•

Measure/determine all the distances, then discuss as a group.
Calculate the time as a group.

Advanced:
•

Have students determine the total distance and time and then
discuss it as a group.

Discuss
After students have completed their plans and calculations, discuss the
results. The goal is to have them reflect on what and where places and
services are in a neighborhood.

Begin by having students talk about the data (if you have a whiteboard or
similar, keep track of the different results). Ask students:
5–10 min

•

How far did you have to walk to do your chores?

•

How long did it take you to do your chores?

•

What things did you think about when planning your route?

•

How much faster was it by bus or car (if calculated)?

If desired, determine the fastest chore completer.
After this discussion, assess how much time you have left and choose the
appropriate next step.
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Rentville

5–15 min

More than 25 min remaining

Less than 25 min remaining

Repeat the process used with
Wallyford for the Rentville
neighborhood.

Have students take a look at both the
Rentville and Wallyford maps. Ask
them to point out similarities and
differences between the two
neighborhoods.

Note: There is no library in Rentville,
so students can’t complete that part
of this challenge. As students realize
this, have a short discussion about
the fact that not all neighborhoods
have the same resources and can
they think of any impacts there
would be on the people living in a
place that has no library.
At the end, run through a discussion,
similar to the one you had about
Wallyford, about how much time it
took to complete the chores.

Similarities: Both have parks, homes,
roads, and some businesses.
Differences: Rentville has fewer
businesses and services in the area.
Rentville doesn’t even have a library
in the same amount of space in
which Wallyford has two.

Discuss
Have students compare the results from the two cities and then ask them:

5 min

•

Which neighborhood would they prefer to live in and why?

•

What might be hard about living in a neighborhood that isn’t their
preference?

If time is available read about the Radix
Center on page 27. If not, that is OK as there is
time for this at the beginning of the next
session.

Cleanup
5 min

•

Have students put their notebook and pen in their bags to be
collected.
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Days 7 and 8: Neighborhood Design
Additional Required
Supplies

•
•

Coloring supplies (e.g., markers, colored pencils, crayons)
Scrap paper

Preparation

•
•

Review instructional activities below.
Review pages 27–38 in the student notebook.

To Be Handed Out

•
•
•

Coloring materials
Scrap paper
Large maps (but not until later)

Key Learning
Objectives

What do you think a community needs? How can you, and STEM, be
involved in providing for those needs?

Key Vocabulary

budget, sustainability, resources

General Notes: Designing an entire neighborhood can be a challenge. There is a lot to keep track
of and it can get overwhelming quickly. Before diving into the big design activity, there is a
smaller practice activity so that the students can become familiar with the concepts of building
and tracking homes, people, food supplies, and community resources.
Classroom Specialist: Your main focus will likely be checking in with students to make sure they
understand the requirements and how to do the math. There is time for them to work through
this main activity at their own pace, so continue to encourage them “step-wise” versus showing
them how to do the entire activity. If possible, encourage peer-to-peer support and collaboration.
Scientist-Mentor: Similar to the Classroom Specialist, you will need to focus on checking in with
students to make sure they understand the requirements and how to do the math. There is time
for them to work through this main activity at their own pace, so continue to encourage them
“step-wise” versus showing them how to do the entire activity. If possible, encourage peer-topeer support and collaboration.
Background
Sustainability is the defining term of the 21st century. Municipalities (cities, towns, and villages)
are working on activities that will make their neighborhoods more sustainable and better for
their community—although some are doing this better than others. Is there something you wish
your neighborhood had? What about your students? For the next two days, they’ll have the
opportunity to design their own perfect neighborhood.
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Day 7: Practice Activity

Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.

General Introduction:
Recap from day 6
Start the day by asking students for their take-aways, or things that stuck with
them, from the Too Many Chores! activity (i.e., having, or not having, all the
things you need daily in your neighborhood).
If the discussion is slow to start here are a couple of discussion prompts:
•
•

What was it like to have a lot of stores, restaurants, and services in
the neighborhood?
What was it like not to have a lot of stores, restaurants, and services
in the neighborhood?

Read about the Radix Center
10 min

The Radix Center is an environmental education center and urban farm
located in Albany, New York. The information presented on page 27 in the
student notebook provides students with concrete examples of things that
can be done that combine STEM, sustainability, and community design.
Introduce your students to the Radix Center
either by a facilitator-led read-a-long (standard
lesson) or by having different students read
each of the three sections (About the Radix
Center, Foundation Science, Game-Changing
Idea—advanced lesson).
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Neighborhood Design Introduction
Introduce your students to the neighborhood design challenge.
“Now that we’ve had a chance to think about neighborhood design, you’re
going to have a chance to make up your own!”
**Show larger maps and introduce design challenge**
5 min

“In this challenge, you’ll have to keep track of how many people can live
there (i.e., how many homes you have), what kind of resources you include
(food supplies, grocery stores, etc.), and how much money you spend. You
have a maximum amount you can spend and need to try to spend all of it
without going over. At the end, if we have time, we’ll present our
neighborhoods to each other. Since there is a lot to think about, there is a
practice activity to complete first.”
Neighborhood Design—Practice
For this practice, students will use the map and components that are found
on pages 30–31 of their notebooks. Have students open their notebooks to
those pages and go over the various components available and what they
provide (housing, food, water, or community resources).

15–35 min

Let students know that for this practice activity each neighborhood should
contain the following things:
•
•
•
•

Housing for between 100–500 people
At least one food source (e.g., community garden, or fishing boat)
At least one water source (water tower)
At least one community building (e.g., school, hospital, or store)
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Students should record of what they add to their neighborhood on the
tracking table below the map on page 31. Students will also need to calculate
the final cost, the housing availability, food availability, and water availability.

Give students about 15–25 minutes to work on their maps. You might want
to set up some small groups in which they can work together. You should
circulate around the room to help with the math and check on progress.
If necessary, give students a “10 minutes left” announcement.
At this point, students should stop adding things to their neighborhood and
perform the final calculations on cost, housing, food, and water availability.
It’s OK if they didn’t complete the entire design, the key skills that we wanted
them to practice were to:
•

install some homes,

•

install some other buildings,

•

install a source of food and a source of water,

•

calculate the total cost,

•

determine how many people they can house, and

•

determine how many people they can feed.

Time permitting, do a group reading and short discussion about June
10 min
(time
permitting)

(page 32). Discuss some of the ways June can use STEM to support her
community.
Time permitting, introduce the larger design project (see notes for next

10 min
(time
permitting)

session) and give students a chance to brainstorm in small groups about what
they would like to put in their neighborhoods (page 33 of the student
notebook).
Cleanup

Final 5 min

Have students put their notebook and pen in their bags to be collected.
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Day 8: Neighborhood Design (may begin on Day 7 if time is available—older students only)

Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.
Hand out coloring supplies.

Neighborhood Design Introduction
Have students turn to page 33 in their notebook and do a quick group
brainstorming on what they would include if they designed their own
neighborhood. The discussion should last about 3 or 4 minutes. After this
you can introduce the challenge:
The goal is to plan a neighborhood that accomplishes the following things:
1. Has a place for everyone to live.
2. Can supply enough food and water for everyone who lives there
without producing too much extra food or water.
3. Has buildings and spaces that help create the feeling of community.
Each neighborhood must have at least a school, a hospital, and a
community place (like a park or community center).
10 min

4. Can be built within the budget. Keep in mind responsible city leaders
spend as much of their budget as possible (without going over) to
create a great city. Try to spend as much of your budget as possible.

Remind students that the challenge criteria
are displayed on page 34. If they want to
include something that’s not in the table
that’s OK too.

Check in with students often as they are working on their neighborhoods.
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Invent
The invention prompt provides a great
alternative activity if students are finished early
or just aren’t available to do the math.

Optional/
time
permitting

Present
Depending on the time available students can present their neighborhood.
They should describe what is in it and how much.
Cleanup
Final 5 min

Have students put their notebook, pen, and map in their bags to be collected.
(They will be able to take their maps home at the end of the program.)
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Days 9 and 10: Sustainability Challenge
Additional Required
Supplies

•
•

Coloring supplies
Additional prototyping materials (optional)

Preparation

•
•

Review instructional activities below.
Review pages 39–42 in the student notebook.

To Be Handed Out

•
•
•

Scrap paper
Poster (day 10)
Prototyping materials (optional)

In addition to seeing themselves as inventors, students will become more
familiar with the engineering design process. Additionally, they will work
on developing their collaboration skills.
Key Vocabulary
prototype, brainstorming
General Notes: Over the last two sessions of the program students will have an opportunity for
their ideas to take center stage.
Key Learning
Objectives

Your roles, as Scientist-Mentor and Classroom Specialist, are to provide encouragement and a
general structure to support students through their idea exploration. You are not responsible for
the quality of an idea or for whether a solution “works” or “doesn’t work.” This experience aims
to harness students’ natural curiosity and innovative spirit while inspiring and nurturing a
community of innovative minds. Market-ready products are not expected.
First session (day 9) will involve the following tasks:
• Selecting a challenge question. There is a list on page 39 of the student notebook. Not
everyone needs to pick the same question.
• Forming groups (maximum of three people). Students can also work as individuals.
• Completing the initial brainstorming and idea selection (page 40 in the student
notebook).
• Time permitting: Students/groups might begin sketching their innovations (page 41).
The second day will focus on:
•
•
•

Sketching out and describing their innovation on page 41 of their notebook and/or on the
large poster paper.
Time and resource permitting—building a prototype
Time permitting—presenting their innovation to the group.

Classroom Specialist, Scientist-Mentor: This innovation challenge has a tight schedule. Students,
especially those working in groups, will need a lot of support to stay on track. Be empathetic but
firm in keeping to the allotted time for each step.
Prior to this session decide if students will have the opportunity to develop a
prototype or will just describe their innovation with a poster.
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Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle

5 min

•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have students collect their bags.

Challenge Introduction
Students have been thinking about sustainability and working on
brainstorming and collaboration skills, and now it’s time for them to take
those skills to the next level.

General introduction
Introduce the challenge to the students by saying,
“Over the past weeks, we’ve had a chance to learn about things like
renewable energy, recycling, and healthy neighborhood design. You’ve also
had a chance to hear about cool inventors and entrepreneurs like Stacy, Serg,
June, and more.
10 min

Now it’s time for your ideas, and your solutions, to take center stage!”

Challenge question selection and group formation
Tell students, “On page 39 you’ll see several challenge questions. Some are
familiar, others are new. As we read through them, think about which one
you would like to work on. Also, think if you would like to work alone or in a
small group. The challenge questions you can pick from are:
•
•
•
•
•

This would help us recycle…
This would make it easier for people or companies to clean or
use less water...
We could use solar energy to...
My city would have the greatest downtown if we had…
This would make my neighborhood or city more sustainable…
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Have students identify which prompt they want to work on. (Suggestion:
Have different people gather in different parts of the room based on which
challenge they would like to work on.)
Give students 5 minutes MAX to decide if they want to work in a group of
people who are interested in the same prompt or want to work alone. Due to
time constraints, the maximum group size should be three people.
Once students have decided which challenge they will be working on and
their group (if applicable), have them write the challenge prompt in the space
on the top of page 40. Facilitators should circle the room to help anyone who
needs it.
Brainstorming
After students are settled in their groups and/or have decided on the
challenge question, it is time to get them started on brainstorming.
Explain to the students, “The next step in the process is to come up with
ideas. This is called brainstorming. During brainstorming, you must do the
following things.
•
15 min
•

•

Come up with as many ideas as possible related to your challenge
question. Don’t worry about deciding if an idea is good or bad right
now.
Think about how you want to address the challenge question. Is your
innovation a device? Is it a service? Is it something totally new or an
improvement on an existing product?
Figure out what exactly you want your innovation to do.

Keep track of your ideas in the All the Ideas section on page 40.”
During this part of the ideation step, students will generate as many ideas as
possible. Emphasize the importance of diversity in coming up with solutions.
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If teams are struggling to get started or if some team members are
dominating the conversation, here are a few good prompts to get them back
on track:
•

Suggest students draw out their ideas first.

•

Tell students that all team members must contribute at least two
ideas.

Give students the halfway point time-check in this session.
Idea Selection
For the last 15 minutes of the session, students should work on selecting the
ideas they want to use in their innovation.
Explain to students that, “During the second half of this step, you will talk
about the ideas you generated during brainstorming and choose your favorite
ones. These are the ones that will go into your innovation.
It can be hard to agree on which ideas you want to use in your innovation. If
there is an idea you really like but it doesn’t get selected to move on, you can
15 min

put it in the Backup Ideas area.”
If students are having trouble deciding which ideas to select here are two
methods to try:
•

•

Voting—Each team member gets three votes and marks three ideas
that they like. Independent voting allows all team members to have a
voice.
Everyone picks an idea—Each team member gets to pick one or two
ideas to be incorporated into the innovation.

During this session, students can start sketching out their designs (page 41) if
that helps them think and discuss

Cleanup
Final 5 min

Have students put their notebook and pen into their bags to be collected.
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Day 10

Timing

Instructional Activities
Welcome and Settle
•
•
•

Welcome students in.
Hand out or have them grab their bags.
Hand out coloring supplies and posters.

5 min
Note: Decide if students are going to be given the option to build prototypes.
This will depend on what you think your group can be successful at. If you
have any reservations about prototype building, then stick with the poster
option—better to build confidence and have a successful experience.
Initial Design
Students should have completed their idea generation and selection last
session and should now start sketching out their design.
20 min

Students should spend about 20 minutes sketching out their design in one of
the spaces on page 41. Even if someone else on the team is the official
“drawing person,” all students should sketch something in their notebooks.
Give students a halfway point time-check at around 10 minutes.
Poster Design or Prototype
After about 20 minutes students should shift their focus from the initial
design phase to working on their poster. Depending on comfort level and
safety protocols, students can work collaboratively on a single poster or they
can all work on individual posters.

20 min

As students shift to working on their posters, call their attention to the four
boxes. Let them know that they know need to put one sentence, or even just
some bullet points, in each box.
•
•
•
•

What problem does it solve?
What does it do?
How does it work?
Why is it special?
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Presentations
Having an opportunity to present is a great learning experience, even if
students only say one sentence (or even, for some, just standing up there is a
great experience). Even if groups are only speaking for 30–45 sec plan for
1–2 min per group for nerves.
1–2 min
per group
Optional

If students are going to present their inventions, they should answer any (or
all) of the following questions:
•

What problem does it solve?

•

What does it do?

•

How does it work?

Survey
If not already completed, distribute the student surveys. Surveys do not
collect any identifying information and have been approved by the
5 min

Department of Youth and Community Development. When students are done
with their surveys, they should start packing up their stuff.

Final Reflection
As a final reflection discussion ask the students to tell you one thing they
learned during the program that surprised them or a new personal
5 min

connection they made to STEM.
Take this time to give students your personal reflection on the program and
some words of wisdom and/or encouragement.
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Vocabulary
Additive – A chemical you add to a mixture.
Application – How something can be used.
Bacteria – Very small living creatures that are all around us. Many are helpful but some can make
us sick.
Brainstorming – Generating as many ideas about a topic as possible.
Building Materials – All the “stuff” you need to construct a building.
Budget – The amount of money you have to spend on a project or task.
Carbon Sequestering – Removing a specific gas, carbon dioxide, from the air.
Chemical Properties – What is inside something or what it is made of.
Commercial Product – Something that everyone has the chance to buy.
Conservation – Protecting a living creature or place for the future.
Contamination – A chemical or material that makes something unhealthy or unusable.
Community – A group of people or animals living in the same place.
Criteria – The list of things a design needs to do in order to be successful.
Design – A plan or drawing that describes an idea.
Disinfect – To clean something deeply.
Ecology – Studying how plants and animals (including humans) interact.
Ecosystem – The interactions between the living things and nonliving things in an area.
Entrepreneur – Someone who turns ideas into their own business.
Environmental Impact – Determining the impact an action has on the plants and animals around
us.
Environmental Protection – Working to make sure the environmental impact of our actions
doesn’t hurt the plants or animals around us.
Evaluate – Observing and deciding how well something worked. You can evaluate many things
including ideas, products, and investigations.
Food Desert – A neighborhood that doesn’t have a local grocery store.
Fossil Fuels – A type of energy (such as gas, oil, and coal) that is made from the decomposed
remains of very old dead organisms.
Founder/Co-Founder – Someone who starts a company.
Green – Something that is good for the environment.
Inventor – Someone who comes up with new ideas. You are probably an inventor!
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Investigation/Experiment – A set of plans and activities you do to learn about a question you
have.
Light Waves – The different types of light.
Microorganism or microbe – Very small living creatures that you need special equipment to see.
Nontoxic – Something that is not harmful to living organisms.
Observation/Recording Your Observations – To watch something closely. Recording your
observations means writing down the details of what you see.
Passive Solar Energy – Using the heat from the sun directly to increase the temperature of
something.
Performance Criteria – The rules you use to evaluate your design or experiment.
Phenomenon – An action you see or observe.
Physical Properties – The way something looks or feels.
Prediction/Hypothesis – A guess about what will happen during an experiment or an
investigation.
Prototype – An early example or model of a new design or invention.
Purification – To make something very clean.
Radiate – To shine or project in all directions.
Renewable Energy – Energy made from something we can get again and again (like the sun or
water).
Resources – Sources of information (books, magazines, websites) that help you learn about a
topic or answer a question.
Solar Energy – Energy that comes from the sun.
STEM – Science, technology, engineering, and math
Strategy – Your plan for solving a problem or investigating a question.
Sustainable Development – Designing solutions to problems that don’t hurt the environment,
people, plants, or animals.
Sustainability – The focus on finding solutions to problems that don’t hurt the environment,
people, plants, or animals.
Template – A pattern or shape you can copy or use as a reference.
Turbine – A wheel-shaped object that spins to change energy from movement into electricity.
Urban Design – Planning a city, neighborhood, or community.
Wavelength – The measurement that is used to describe the color and energy of light.
Water Quality – The measurement of how healthy the water is.
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Background
This section contains the background information for the series of topics covered in this
program.
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The Engineering Design Process
Despite what the name might suggest, the engineering design process is no different than any
creative or iterative process. You would follow the same basic steps when writing a story or
painting a picture.
Step 1: Start with a question, problem, or goal.
Step 2: Think about all the possibilities.
Step 3: Decide which ideas from step 2 you want to use.
Step 4: Create your first draft/prototype/version.
Step 5: Get feedback and improve your design.
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Under some circumstances, the words used to describe a step might be different, but the
general goals of each stage are the same.

Brainstorming
If your students have never had any formal discussion around brainstorming—the respectful
sharing and building upon ideas—it is good to spend some time on that. Group discussion and
idea-sharing can turn your classroom into a community of communication, collaboration, and
creativity (the “three Cs,” as one grade 3 team has dubbed it), but only if students have a good
framework within which ideas can be shared comfortably and without creating a lot of chaos.
Below we list some tools that can be useful when introducing brainstorming to your group.
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Brainstorming introduction
Guide the discussion by asking students questions to determine their understanding and comfort
with brainstorming. Some examples include:
•

What do you know about coming up with ideas to solve problems?

•

Do you know what brainstorming is?

•

Have you ever participated in brainstorming? Can you describe what you did?

Rules of brainstorming
Clearly stating the rules of brainstorming emphasize that it is a fun but formal process versus a
free-for-all.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Don’t judge ideas. Make everyone feel welcome and make them WANT to SHARE their ideas.
Encourage wild and crazy ideas.
Build on the ideas of others. For example, “I agree with _____, and I’d like to add.…”
Stay focused on the topic.
Have only one person speak at a time. Be respectful by paying attention to whoever is
sharing their idea.
6. Draw! Move! Act! Let people SEE your idea. Pictures do not need to be perfect.
7. Come up with as many new ideas as possible.
Getting the ideas flowing—and then organizing them
When working with younger kids, it is often
helpful to know how you plan to organize the
ideas that your students come up with—and plan
to have an “other” category to include the most
divergent ideas. This structure will help move
them from the brainstorming phase into the
doing or concluding phases. A simple
organization strategy is a quadrant with three or
four categories.
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Water Quality and Purification
Wangari Maathai of Kenya, the winner of the 2004 Nobel Peace Prize, put it best when she said,
“When our resources become scarce, we fight over them. In managing our
resources and sustainable development, we plant the seeds of peace.”
What does water mean to you? It sounds like a simple question, but it can have a complex
answer. We know that people, animals, and plants cannot live without clean water, but we also
know that too much water can cause streams to overflow, homes to flood, and plants to die.
Water-based technologies that help with energy generation and transportation have been in use
since humans began spreading out worldwide. Throughout history, water, with many forms and
functions, has been at the center of our communities, influencing our prosperity and driving
innovation—both in times of plenty and in times of scarcity. Outlined below are a few of the
many ways water continues to be the center of our global community.
Purification
We all know people need clean drinking water to live, but how many
know where their water comes from? In some cases, people can get
drinkable water directly from the ground by using a well. However,
in most cases, water must be purified before being used. There are
many different steps and methods to purify water. The steps and
methods used depend on what needs to be removed from the water
(contaminants), how much water needs to be purified, and the
equipment available to use for purification.
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Conservation
If you live near an ocean, lake, or river, you may
think that the world has endless water to drink.
That isn’t true, and many communities struggle to
provide enough water for those living there. Many
individuals, community groups, and businesses
are focused on water conservation. There are
many different ways to conserve water,
including encouraging people to use less water and working on cleaning up lakes, streams, and
oceans that are already contaminated.

Drinking Water
The process of getting clean water from its source to your table follows four general steps:
1. Collection
2. Purification
3. Transportation and/or distribution
4. Consumption
Water purification (step 2) includes both an assessment of water quality and the action of water
purification. Both are discussed in a bit more detail below.

Water quality
Before water can be purified, it needs to be analyzed. This analysis identifies the specific type of
contaminants present in the water and determines which purification methods will be necessary.
Contaminants fall into three basic categories: biological, chemical, and physical contaminants.
•

Biological contaminants include harmful bacteria, mold, algae, viruses, and other living
microorganisms.
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•

Chemical contaminants include other liquids, like oil or gasoline, and chemicals that can
be dissolved in water, like old medicine.

•

Physical contaminants include large debris like garbage, sticks, leaves, and smaller
materials like salts and dust.

Water purification
Water purification often involves two different processes—one physical and the other chemical.
The physical process—typically one to four filtration steps—removes solid particles such as
garbage, dirt, sand, some larger microorganisms, and some chemicals. The chemical process—
often ultraviolet light or treatment with a chemical like iodine or peroxide— kills harmful
bacteria and other microorganisms and neutralizes harmful chemicals not removed by filtration.

Recycling
An interesting and relatable application for both magnetism and static electricity is recycling. In
most major recycling centers, machines take advantage of various material properties to
separate different components. Some of those properties include:
•

Density—specifically if materials can float in water or can be moved by an air jet

•

Behavior in a magnetic field

•

Behavior in an electric field

•

Ability to be broken down in the water

The following video has some good demonstrations of how the physical properties of materials
work in concert with concepts of magnetism and static electricity to help automate the recycling
process: https://thekidshouldseethis.com/post/84528738617 (~ 6 min).
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Light
Light is made of tiny pieces of energy called photons. The energy of the light determines its
color. The color of the light determines if we can see it.
Visible Light
Light people can see is called visible light. The highest energy color of light people can see is
violet (or purple), and the lowest energy color of light people can see is red. There is also a type
of light with higher energy than violet, called ultraviolet, and lower energy than red, called
infrared. People can’t see ultraviolet or infrared light, but did you know other creatures can?

Ultraviolet and Infrared Light
A lot of birds, bees, and fish can see ultraviolet light. Also, mammals like cats, dogs, reindeer, and
hedgehogs—animals that live up north or hunt at night when there isn’t a lot of light—can see
ultraviolet light. Infrared light is made from heat energy. Snakes, fish, and bugs can sense
infrared light, but researchers aren’t sure if they “see” the infrared light with their eyes or if they
sense it with other parts of their bodies.
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Renewable Energy
Increasing pressure to seek alternative energy sources has generated new business
opportunities and scientific study. Scientists, engineers, and entrepreneurs alike are interested in
how to sustainably harvest our renewable resources—sun, wind, geothermal, tides, rivers, etc.
•

Solar power is all about harnessing energy from the sun’s light. This can be done in two ways:
passive solar thermal or active solar power. Passive solar thermal uses the heat from the
sun’s light to increase the temperature of a place or object. A greenhouse is an excellent
example of this. Active solar power uses the sun’s light or heat in one place to deliver
electricity or heat to another place. One type of active solar power—solar electric—converts
the sun’s light into electricity, often via solar panels or solar collectors (like you see on the
roofs of houses or out in the desert). These technologies use semiconducting materials, like
silicon, to generate electricity when they absorb sunlight.

•

Geothermal energy is heat from Earth. It can be from various sources: volcanic activity,
decaying of minerals, hot water springs, radiant heat from absorbed energy from the sun,
etc. A lot of the geothermal energy used in the United States is from the top 10 feet of
ground, which stays at a relatively constant temperature of between 50°F and 60°F yearround. Heat exchangers use this constant temperature to pull heat out of the ground in the
winter to bring it into a colder building and in the summer to remove heat from a building
and send it into the colder ground.

•

The terms wind energy and wind power describe how the wind is used to generate
mechanical power or electricity. Wind turbines (modern windmills) convert the kinetic
energy (the energy of motion) of the wind into mechanical power. This mechanical power
can be used for specific tasks (such as grinding grain or pumping water). A generator can
convert this mechanical power into electricity to power homes, businesses, and schools.
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•

Hydropower is energy, usually electricity, derived from the kinetic energy of falling water or
running water, which may be harnessed for many purposes. For example, a large dam is
placed in a river forcing the water to build up and then flow over or through the dam. The
water has a lot of kinetic energy, and the falling water passes through turbines, which in turn
power a generator or the grid.

There are many types of potential alternative or renewable energy sources. Still, most of them
have in common the need for improved materials and processes for more efficient energy
capture and storage. These needs are the source of endless opportunities for discoveries by
scientists, application development by engineers, and new collections of these applications into
devices useful for everyday life.
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Sustainable Design Strategies
A lot more goes into designing a town, city, or neighborhood than just deciding who owns what
and who wants to build where. More and more city planners are taking into account things like
access to public transportation (to reduce the reliance on cars), the preservation of green spaces
(to help control the city temperature), and access to local water and food (to provide
inexpensive and easy-to-get nutrition) when deciding how to best layout a new city.

Green architecture and green building design focus on making more environmentally friendly
buildings. This can mean different things to different people. For example, some groups focus on
using natural and local materials to make sure that upfront, the environmental impact of the
building is minimized. Others focus on reducing energy usage during the life of the building with
things such as good insulation and energy-efficient appliances. Still, others focus on reducing the
impact of the building on its surroundings by carefully monitoring water management issues and
using design approaches that actively support local biodiversity. While these three focuses are
not mutually exclusive, builders and architects often focus on the area they have the most
knowledge.

While by no means an exhaustive discussion, the following few pages contain more detail on
some considerations for green building design organized into three categories: (1) integration
with the local ecosystem, (2) minimization of energy usage and waste generation, and (3) water
management.

Integration with the local ecosystem
Integration with the local ecosystem involves looking to local habitats for design requirements
and design guidance. For example, understanding the plants and animals native to an area
influences both building-level landscaping choices and larger-scale urban planning decisions.
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There are a lot of benefits to using native plants in landscaping:
•

Native plants provide natural support for the insect and small mammal populations.
Those insects and small mammals help with natural pest and weed control.

•

Additionally, the use of native plants helps to ensure a more balanced relationship
between plants, soil type/quality, and water availability.

•

Using nonnative plants runs the risk of those plants out-competing native plants and
becoming invasive due to a lack of natural consumers. Alternatively, the nonnative
plants may die out completely, leaving the area ripe for weeds to take over and/or soil
erosion.

This video, https://www.asla.org/sustainablelandscapes/Vid_Wildlife.html (4:41 min), is an
information-packed video that explains why it is important to consider the local biodiversity
when thinking about construction and some ways builders, architects, and homeowners can
support their local ecosystem. It provides a good summary and is well worth approximately five
minutes to watch, even if you don’t plan on showing it to your students.

Listed below are some other ways to actively integrate a new building into the local
environment:
•

Look to the environment to inspire materials and structure styles that work well with the
region’s climate.

•

Build on sites that have already been developed. This reduces the impact on sensitive
areas.

•

Determine how waste, noise, traffic, etc., will impact the local population.

•

Maintain wildlife pathways and corridors to help lessen the impact of the development
on wildlife.
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Minimization of energy usage and waste generation
Energy usage and waste generation should be evaluated during building construction and
operation. Some ways to minimize energy usage and waste generated during building
construction are detailed below:
•

Build on existing sites and use as much of the original structure as possible.

•

When possible, use recycled materials to minimize the environmental stress of pulling
additional resources from the ground/forests/etc.

•

Use local materials to minimize the energy needed for transportation.

•

Consider building and material durability when choosing materials and features. Consider
the local climate’s unique wear on the materials (e.g., extreme sun, high winds, wet
conditions, etc.).

The list below outlines some ways to reduce the energy needed to run the building:
•

Maximize the availability of natural light.

•

Maximize levels of insulation in walls and windows.

•

Take advantage of natural solar cycles to help with heating and cooling needs. Consider
the direction a building faces to minimize or maximize the heat from the morning or
afternoon sun.

•

Implement automatic lights, faucets, etc.

•

Make use of living walls and green roofs to reduce heating and cooling costs.
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Water management
Water is critical for all living organisms but can be deadly and destructive at large volumes. When
planning water management for a building design, there are many different things to consider
both inside and outside the building.
Outside the building:
•

How much water is needed for landscaping? Will that put high demands on the natural
amount of water available in the region?

•

Run-off management during heavy rains (or light rains if it is a typically arid region).

•

Rainwater harvesting to help with irrigation and other uses for gray water (e.g., washing
your car).

•

Water surges due to storms, heavy rains, or snow melt.

Inside the building:
•

Installation of water-conserving plumbing, including low-flow toilets, automatic faucets,
and high-efficiency water heaters.
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